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Weddings as Unique as You are...

Creating bespoke,
one-of-a-kind
Italian weddings
which inspire

Invaluable
assistance for your
Italian wedding..

Thank you for your interest...
Thank you for your enquiry to Nova Wedding Planning about your Italian wedding.
With almost 25 years experience of wedding and event planning between them, every member of staff
at Nova has attained a Diploma in Wedding Planning and Events Management, from the nationally
recognised course by the UK Wedding Planner School.
Certain aspects of Italian weddings can cause a headache for British couples looking to marry abroad.
However, NOVA can take care of every step of the legal process and only appoint reputable and
personally vetted suppliers and venues.
Heading up the Italian weddings team is Jacquie Chambers. Jacquie has more than 20 years of
experience in delivering high profile projects and events. She has been a professional wedding planner
for 5 years and thoroughly enjoys working with couples to create one-of-a-kind weddings remembered
for a lifetime. She acts as a point of contact for couples in the UK before they travel out to Italy and will
then meet up with them when out there to guide them every step of the way, making their dreams of an
Italian wedding entirely seamless.
Also assisting on Italian weddings is Christine Taylor. Having lived in Italy for many years and being an
Italian speaker, Christine is able to personally vet each of the stunning foreign venues and high quality
suppliers we use. Warm and enthusiastic, Christine loves to work with couples, removing the stresses
normally associated with marrying abroad. She will also be present on your Italian wedding day to
handle all supplier movements.
This all means that bride and grooms can simply travel out and enjoy their big day safe in the
knowledge that everything has been taken care of.

Your Wedding In Italy
Many congratulations on your engagement! Italy is a stunning place to get married and we
would be delighted to assist you in any way we can in helping you fulfil your dream wedding
in this glorious country.

Wedding Ceremony
In Italy, to have a civil (legal) wedding you must get married in the town hall. However,
certain venues may be legalised for marriage by the local comune (town hall). You may also
choose to marry in a symbolic ceremony anuwhere in this stunning country, whether on a
breathtaking clifftop, in lemon groves or the stunning manicured lawns of a palazzo.

Luxury, exclusivity and tranquility
Nova Italian Weddings offer luxury, exclusivity, tranquility in each of the stunning venues we
offer through our planning services, to ensure your dreams of the perfect Italian wedding
become reality.
Luxury... Imagine sharing a glass of chilled Prosecco with your new spouse, as you watch
the hot sun setting over the Amalfi Coast, or sharing a mouthwatering rustic banquet with
friends and family in the rural Italian idyll of Tuscany...
Exclusivity... Our local knowledge and contacts allow us to offer superior boutique venues
in Italy, which are not usually available from regular tour operators. Plus, the majority of our
venues offer exclusive use to you and your guests, which means you can enjoy privacy and
the exquisite tranquillity of your wedding in these peaceful retreats.
Tranquility... Specialising in bespoke Italian wedding planning, you can relax in the
knowledge that with our help your wedding day will be truly unique and matchless in quality.

Two wedding planners, one vision...
For those who choose this exceptional service, you will be assigned two personal wedding
co-ordinators, one in the UK and one in Italy, who will help guide you through the process of
your luxury Italian Wedding at every step.
Following your initial contact with your UK wedding planner, Jacquie, to establish your
requirements, NOVA’s Italian speaking wedding planner, Christine Taylor, will meet with you
in Italy to take care of your needs whilst abroad. She will then be joined by Jacquie for your
wedding day.

Destination Wedding In Italy
Investment - £ 3500 *
Have you always dreamed of an Italian wedding but need help with the legal procedures to
marry there? Perhaps you have been to Italy before for travel and are looking to recreate
these fond memories for your wedding day.
Alternatively, you may just be looking to hold your wedding in Italy because of the many
beautiful venues and fantastic suppliers we have access to here.
If so, our destination Italy wedding package is ideal for you. We have helped countless
couples who wish to marry in Italy do so with ease.
Our package includes:
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<<
<<
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<<

Unlimited Skype meetings to keep you updated along the way
Searching for your potential wedding venues and putting these in a table so you can
compare and contrast their benefits
Assisting with all the legal procedures for a civil wedding in Italy or arranging all
elements needed for a symbolic ceremony
Should you be coming to Italy for a visit before your wedding we will arrange and
accompany you on up to 5 venue visits*
Recommending first-class suppliers, booking them on your behalf, dealing with all
the paperwork and arranging meetings with them whilst you are in Italy
Advising on the styling of your wedding by providing Pinterest boards and floor plan
layouts of your room
Creating wedding budgets, supplier contact sheets and an itinerary for your wedding
day
Management of RSVPs and guest meal choices
Be there to set up your decor on the day of your wedding *
Co-ordinate your entire wedding day to ensure it runs smoothly *
Imparting invaluable advice regarding the local area, ettiquette and customs to help
you make the most of your wedding experience.

*Fees do not include our hotel and travel costs which you will be made aware of before
booking and will be invoiced separately.

Optional extras:
<<
<<
<<

Arranging transfers to and from the airport for your guests
Booking hotel rooms for you or your guests
Arranging a meal the night before or after the wedding

Venue & Supplier Search
Investment - £ 1500 *
<<
<<
<<
<<
<<

Searching for your potential wedding venues and putting these in a table so you can
compare and contrast their benefits
Should you be coming to Italy for a visit before your wedding we will arrange and
accompany you on up to 5 venue visits*
Recommending first-class suppliers, booking them on your behalf, dealing with all
the paperwork and arranging meetings with them whilst you are in Italy
Creating a master list of all your wedding suppliers
Imparting invaluable advice regarding the local area, ettiquette and customs to help
you make the most of your wedding experience.

*Fees do not include our hotel and travel costs which you will be made aware of before
booking and will be invoiced separately.

Legal Paperwork for Italian Weddings
Investment - £ 1500 *
<<
<<
<<

Assisting with all the legal procedures for a civil wedding in Italy or arranging all
elements needed for a symbolic ceremony.
Completing the neccessary paperwork on your behalf
Dealing with the local comune or town hall to arrange the ceremony.

Spread The Cost
To assist our clients and ensure our services are as affordable
as possible, we offer the opportunity to spread the cost of our
wedding planning fees over the months before the wedding. No
interest or fees are charged on these instalments. You can also
choose the term over which you pay, as long as the balance is
paid one month before the wedding.

Chantelle & Dean

Nova Weddings helped Chantelle Anderson and Dean Stewart to marry in Italy.
Here is what they had to say about our service:
“When I started to look into getting married in Italy I searched the Internet came across Nova weddings,
the website looked brilliant and the service that they offered was what I needed.
After an initial meeting in Sorrento, Italy to view possible wedding venues and hotel facilities and a year
of planning and coordinating. They both listened to what I wanted making suggestions along the way.
I have just had my big day it was amazing the day was perfect! Nova made sure our day went smoothly
and everything was in order, I couldn’t have done it without them.
Not only have I found great wedding planners, I have found great friends they are lovely people and truly
deserve all the credit I have given them.”

Tanya & Paul

Nova Wedding Planning provided full Italian co-ordination for Tanya and Paul Chesney:
“We can only say great things about Nova Wedding Planning. From the minute we stumbled across them
on the internet once we had decided to get married in Italy, we felt supported, confident and relaxed
about our forthcoming wedding. Getting married in Italy is a romantic idea but in reality, can be a
logistic, bureaucratic and financial minefield. Without people who speak the language fluently, know the
idiosyncrasies of the country and have trustworthy contacts there, it’s easy to get ripped off and/or go
round in circles trying to arrange things.
It’s clear Nova have a lot of experience in arranging weddings in Italy, a very clear grasp of how things
work there, with a bank of reliable contacts, tried and tested, a thorough knowledge of the language and
the Italian Modus Operandi.
Based both in Italy and UK, the Nova team is accessible any time of day by email, Skype and phone
and we were astounded by the untiring hours of hard work they put in, the attention to detail and
meticulous planning skills they demonstrated before and at our wedding. They understood perfectly
what we wanted for our wedding and without ever being intrusive or pushy they advised us gently with
care and expertise on how best to achieve this, providing the best prices and giving us some wonderful
suggestions for making our day very special and memorable.”

David & Rosalyn

Nova Wedding Planning provided full Italian co-ordination for David & Roslyn:
“We had our perfect dream wedding in Sorrento thanks to Nova Wedding Planning where every idea I
had in my head for our special day came alive on the day. Their hands on approach was perfect for us
and their guidance through the paperwork and legal side of things was so helpful we couldn’t have done
it with out them. They were with us every step of the way and nothing was too much trouble. They were
in constant touch either by email, skype or in person and we didn’t feel that we were doing anything by
ourselves and by the end of the wedding we considered them our friends
Thank you all so very much, you were amazing!”

Sarah & Ian

Nova Wedding Planning provided full Italian co-ordination for Sarah and Ian:
“The logistics of getting married in Italy were made so much simpler for us by using Nova Wedding
Planning. We wouldn’t have known where to start – from the legalities of an Italian wedding, to choosing
the most fantastic venue. The experience was very personal and nothing was too much trouble – even
when we changed our minds over several things! The wedding day itself was amazing – beautiful and
romantic - and we gave our guests the ‘wow factor’ exactly as we wanted.”
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